The Galerkin method, modified to include a term of artificial viscosity type, is applied to model problems for linear and quasilinear hyperbolic systems. Asymptotic error estimates are derived.
1. Introduction. When solving hyperbolic problems numerically by finite-difference methods, one sometimes introduces, for various reasons, artificial viscosity. In this note we consider examples of the artificial viscosity technique applied to the numerical solution of hyperbolic problems by the Galerkin method.
Consider the 1-periodic initial-value problem for the real vector function u = u(x, t) with components u^'\x, t), i = I, . . . , N, given by !ut + A(x)ux = 0, x&R,0<t<T, u(x, 0) = u0(x), x e R.
Here the real N * N matrix A(x) is 1-periodic and symmetric, and furthermore satisfies (1.2) A2(x)>Cl>0, xER.
Let Sn be a space of periodic piecewise polynomial functions on a uniform mesh of size h (h = l/n, «=1,2,...), and let Sh = (S^-Define a continuous-in-time Galerkin approximation to the solution of (1.1) as a differentiable map U: [0, T] -* Sn such that i(Ut + A(x)Ux, x) + Ch°(d'Uldx>, d'xJdx') = 0, X e Sh, \i.j) ( U/(0)eS".
Here (v, w) = /¿(S^j v^'\x)w^'\x))dx, C denotes a positive constant which is independent of h, and it is assumed that Sh C C'~1(R).
In this note we shall for brevity treat only a special case of (1.3); in order to handle other cases, the appropriate modifications in the proof are reasonably straightforward. To motivate this special case, consider for a moment the ordinary Galerkin method, i.e., (1. 3) with C = 0, from the point of view of asymptotic error estimates in L2 ■ For Ä-splines the ordinary Galerkin method gives optimal (best possible for the space in which the approximation is sought) asymptotic rate of convergence. In contrast, using the space of Hermite cubics, Dupont [2] has shown that the ordinary Galerkin method gives asymptotic rate of convergence «3 and not better, in general, whereas the best possible rate is, a priori, «4. We ask then whether for Hermite cubics, the method (1.3) with O 0 and / = 1 or 2 can give higher asymptotic rate of convergence for suitable a. The method of proof below gives the best asymptotic rate, ñ3,5, for; = 2 and o = 3.5, and some simple numerical experiments by the author indicate that this is the best one can obtain asymptotically, although for smooth solutions and "reasonable" h the ordinary Galerkin method may give smaller error. Hence, only the case mentioned above for the equation (1.1) will be treated. In Section 4 a similar example in a simple quasilinear situation will be considered. For related material see Dendy [1] and Wahlbin [4] where computationally more complicated Galerkin methods with optimal asymptotic rate of convergence for any space Sn are discussed.
In the rest of this note, Sh shall denote the space of periodic Hermite piecewise cubic functions, i.e., Sn = (x(x), x G [0, 1): the periodic extension of x lies in Cl (R) and X\iih,a+i)h) is a polynomial of degree < 3 for i = 0, . . . , n -1}.
We shall prove the following asymptotic error estimate. After introducing notation and some preliminaries in Section 2, Theorem 1.1 will be proved in Section 3. In Section 4 the quasilinear example will be treated. This includes the problem (1.1) when (1.2) is not fulfilled. For a function v(x, t) with v(', t) in Hr for each t, let
We next collect two well-known approximation results for the Hermite spaces SnLemma 2.1. Ler 0 < r < 4. There exists a constant C, independent ofh, such that for u G Hr there exists x G Sn such that for -2 < / < min(2, r), llu-xll^CTi'-'llulL.
Lemma 2.2. Let G(x) be a periodic matrix function in C3. 77zere exists a constant C, independent of h, such that for x G S" there exists \p G Sn such that for 0 <r<2, ||G(jc)x -*«, < CÄ|lxllr.
Finally, we note the following elementary result.
Lemma 2.3 (Inverse property).
There exists a constant C, independent ofh, such that for x G Sn, (2.2) \\drxldxr\\ < Ch-r+s\\dsxldxs\\ for 0 < s < r < 2, and (2.3) lldrx/dxr|| o <h-ll2\\drxldxr\\ forr = 0,l.
3. Proof of Theorem 1.1. We shall compare the Galerkin solution U(t) to a projection W(t) of the solution of (1.1) into Sn, defined with p = u -W by
Here K is a sufficiently large constant which can be estimated from the proof of Lemma 3.1 below. For the error in this projection we have Lemma 3.1. Let the hypotheses of Theorem 1.1 hold, and let K be a sufficiently large constant. Then there exists a constant C -C(C, Cx, \\A\\ 2) such that for each fixed t G [0, T], (3.2) llpll < C//3-5||«||4, ||pf|| < Ch3s\\ut\\4.
Proof. Let C = Cx = 1 for simplicity. It suffices to prove the first inequality of (3.2) since the second will follow by the same method of proof upon differentiating (3.1) with respect to time.
By the symmetry of A(x) we have for K large and x G Sh, Then (3.4) implies that ||p||2 < CTz3*5 II>o|| ||«||4 which proves the lemma.
We now prove Theorem 1.1. Let C = Cx = C2 = 1 for simplicity and put 9 = U-W. Then We have the following asymptotic error estimate. give an asymptotic rate of convergence h2ß"2^3. For an example of the ordinary Galerkin method in a similar situation, see Dupont [3] .
Proof of Theorem 4.1. We shall compare the Galerkin solution to the projection W(t) of the solution of (4.1) into Sn given, with p = u -W, by the requirement (P> X) = 0 for x G Sn. As is well known,the following estimates hold:
(4.8) llpll, <C7!4-1"I!4, r= -1,0, 1,2, (4.9) \\pt\\<Ch4\\ut\\4.
Let C = C4 = Cs = 1 for simplicity, and set 9 = U -W.
We shall assume a priori that U exists for 0 < t < r0, that (4.10) U(t\x)GMb, 0<t<to, and that (4.11) HM,o<l. 0<t<to.
Note that ||p||c0 + llpxllc0 < C||p||2 < Ch2, and hence W&M5/4 for A small. The assumption (4.11) implies then that (4.12) \\Ux\\co<C, 0<t<to.
Also note that U(0)(x) G MSj2 f°r A small, and hence we may assume that t0 > t0(h) > 0 by well-known local existence theorems for ordinary differential equations.
We have for x G Sh that
Let first x = D(u)9 + R, where by Lemma 2.2 we may assume that (4.14) HÄIKCAII0H, ||Ä||2<CA||fl||2.
To handle various terms in (4.13) we note in particular Also, (4.19) IA10/3(P", Xx»)KCA5||jdla.
The results (4.13)-(4.19) imply, after some further simplification and using also (4-9), Next let x = 9t in (4.13). We have then Il0fll2 + ¿h10l3£\\OxJ2 <C(||0J|2 + II0II2 +h6).
Inserting this into (4.20) and using (2.2) , it follows that (4.21) | £(\\Dll29\\2 + //16/3||0x;c||2) < C(||£>1/20||2 + h20'3).
